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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Hymns of Abraham contains two new songs, totaling almost 15 minutes, created by the talented composer
Andreas Waldetoft.

These grand songs run while playing as characters of the Abrahamic religions to enhance the players experience and the
atmosphere of the game.

Andreas Waldetoft has been working on Paradox Development Studio games since Hearts of Iron II and Europa Universalis III.
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For those who have a windows mixed reality; this game runs perfectly on it. I used a lenovo explorer and an xbox one controller
to play. it runs with no problems on my gtx 1060 (6GB).

Gameplay wise its a 10\/10 for me. its basically a knock off mario kart but with a little VR touch to it. I definitely recommend it
for the price (I bought it on sale for like $5, but would still pay full price for it). Learning Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji in one
game. Pretty good if you struggle to remember these stuff. Good choice of music as well. You also learn to recognize the
characters faster when you look for them

Only minus I feel about this game is that it's slow. If you don't remember what character ''Bu'' is for example, it takes a few
seconds until the correct character is highlighted. Would spare me the waiting if the developers added an option where the
correct character got highlighted if you clicked at the wrong character.

But else, I think that this is pretty good

(This is best for going trough what you remembered, Using a pen and paper instead of choosing the correct character is several
times more faster to learn). Thrustmaster T150 is not working on this game. Even with the drives installed and everything...:(.
Ah, the Luxor series... It's MumboJumbo's answer to PopCap Games' popular Zuma series. Both games are about destroying
trails of rolling balls by effectively matching 3 balls of the same color by shooting a ball straight into the moving formation. I
used to own Luxor 2 on the X-Box 360 and thought that it was superior compared to Zuma on the same platform - I regretfully
sold the compilation disc that it resided in with my back-up 360 a couple of years ago. Luxor 2 was special because it felt more
like a shoot-'em-up: you control a ship at the bottom of the screen and it helped that the game offered plenty of crazy power-
ups. When Luxor Evolved, the latest in the series, was released on Steam yesterday, I immediately inducted it into my Game
Library. I could have easily gotten the past entries of the series because they are available on Steam but I just couldn't help
myself with this release because when I watched the trailer, I had a feeling that the game would be very good... and it is!

So, the Luxor games have always had a story element to them but this one abandons all of that and transports itself deep into
space. Maybe it senses that Egypt is about to become a theocratic nation, which is a very good reason to flee that place, just
saying. So the game is really about getting the highest score possible as you are presented with progressively complex action
stages. The goal is still the same - you must destroy the formations of colored "spheres" from reaching your "pyramid". They
travel along trails that are visible on screen to help you plan out your move. You are given one colored sphere at a time to shoot
at the formations. Destroying a formation will result in an explosion of fruits and things that you can collect to further boost
your score. There are power-ups to assist you in your task and the more you progress in the game, the crazier these power-ups
become. The game is faster now and if you look closely, it is easier to combo match this time around. The game sends out
spherical formations in short bursts and getting rid of a certain part of each formation usually will result in them collapsing in
their entirety. The fast-paced gameplay definitely makes the game feels more like an action game than it is a puzzle game and
that makes Luxor Evolved a lot more fun.
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But let's not kid ourselves here... The gameplay is just half of the reason why Luxor Evolved totally rocks. Look at its graphics!
With silky smooth 60fps animation and a striking neon-infused, wire-frame retro art style, Luxor Evolved is successful in
ensuring that it will remain beautiful forever! Its references to the classic games of old are fun to both discover and appreciate.
The loud, pumping space-age soundtracks that mix well with the action and reaction of the gameplay complete the entire
experience. The mesmerizing visuals and the game's infinite replayability have resulted in the first must play title of the year
2012. MumboJumbo may claim themselves to be the "Premium Casual Games" developer and there is nothing wrong with that
but with Luxor Evolved, they have finally made a real mark in the gaming universe.. There is alpha & then there is this piece of
trash, how you to can take a great game engine & turn out a pile of crap. This is at least a year from having been released as an
Alpha, DO NOT WASTE YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!. This game is absolutely horrible waste of money. The theme of
all games are boring the puzzles arent entertaining and it also doesnt save your progress when you exit the game. WASTE.
Although the DLC is worth it's price, the DRM on the DLC is prompting me to put down the negative review for the game,
sadly :(

PS: The DRM is getting removed, as per words of SC's representative. This review was changed to a positive one :). A really
excellent game I first played on Xbox Live Indie Games. It's a fun little platformer that is fairly simple for the most part but
without ever being boring, and even the trickier parts manage to tread that fine line between challenging and frustrating. The
quiz questions and writing are genuinely funny too. So glad to finally see it on Steam as it's always fun to have a reason to give it
another playthough!. is fun but It's stupid for getting hats you need to buy the full game for money
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Rexaura is a mediocre Portal mod that is extremely repetitive, lifeless, and brings nothing interesting to the table. There's just no
freedom or any kind of creativity to moving around the levels, not to mention the puzzles themselves focus WAY too much on
the same gimmick and setup, making each and every chamber a bore and tedious to complete. In addition the characters that
you interact with all throughout are just lifeless cutouts of Glados, and they're way too mean-spirited. Not to say that Glados
wasn't mean too, but these characters aren't even clever about it, and they try so, so hard to make a joke that it's truly cringe-
worthy. "All of this waiting is making me want to kill something." - Where is the joke in that? Making a character blatantly talk
about wanting to kill something is not comedy, let alone any form of clever writing.

Rexaura is also built off of Portal 1 instead of Portal 2, which means it lacks the improved controls + better physics and plays
clunkier than most other mods. You won't be missing anything if you decide to skip out on this. Aside from a pathetic cube
holster that's supposed to redirect energy pellets and pointless purple energy podiums that get in the way of energy pellets and
are placed in obnoxious quantity everywhere (both of which can very easily be replicated with angled panels anyway), this game
does not have any unique qualities to bring.. In the present state I cannot recommend this game to anyone. It has some serious
glitches that seem to be related the disappearance of the sfx after even brief playing periods. There was already another
reviewer here that pointed out a glitch preventing the opening of walls and passages. (Edit note) I am in contact with the game
developer and they are attempting to resolve this nasty game breaking issue now. Once the bug\/s are squashed I will likely be
revising my review and even reversing my recommendation. My only cause for a downvote is the fact that the game is
unplayable in this present state. I can't even get it to progress far enough to find the first save point which would be enough to
frustrate any player, especially when you can see the means of progression but you can't progress further due to the glitches.

From what little I was able to play in between the glitches, it would seem to remind me of a Zelda-esqe title. However, it took
several restarts to get to the second area where there were npcs to talk to. Then when I went a little further I hit another game
stopping glitch where I couldn't progress into the passage because some key background processes are failing and it prevents the
game from opening up to the next area. There are no saves yet so it's a crap shoot where you start up and pray that you make it
through all of this and to the first save point. If the game just offered an ability to save anywhere I might be able to force my
way through by playing until it glitches while saving frequently. Then closing the game and relaunching it to continue. But that's
not an option.

What perplexes me even more is the one review that had a lot of details on it. It's actually the reason I was willing to give the
game a try. But I don't see how they could have played through this game without experiencing the sound effect glitch where all
sfx from combat just stop working or the glitch that prevents you from opening passages right from the very beginning of the
game. Unless they played an earlier build that wasn't glitched that is. But the version you get as of now is unplayable. I've
restarted the game about 20 times now and only made it through the wall with the sword in two of those plays now. At first I
though the sfx glitch was related to whatever was going wrong but it apparently is just something else that went wrong.. I voted
no, but I'd vote neutral if given the option.

Pros:
- Setting
- Voice acting
- Decent character variety

Cons:
- Short campaign
- Relies on steep difficulty curves to drag out gameplay
- Little variety
- You spend more time sneaking around than you do actually playing the strategy portion of the game
- Buggy & unpolished
- Limited viability in the chracter choices. You either choose the ones who can CC or you lose.
- Cliff-hanger ending
. Initial Impressions:
Wasn't expecting much, but as a 'bat & ball' game this is actually quite good and fun.

Some things I noticed;
1) Can select either DirectX9 or OpenGL for graphics API. I found OpenGL doubled my framerates. ;)
2) Some game animation doesn't work well with 'forced V-Sync', for example enemy projectiles. At the moment I am running
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the game at 80 FPS on a 60 Hz display so I will try increasing my screen resolution to hopefully balance that out.
3) Game can get tough when you have heaps of things to contend with, but there are difficulty settings which is nice.
4) As with all comedy, certain content will be 'hit or miss'.

If you are a fan of 'bat & ball' games then I recommend giving it a go.. Pretty trippy and fun little game. Could definitely get
your money's worth out of it.
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